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That Otome Game is a Tough
World for Us Vol.1
Written By: Mishima Yomu

◆Story◆
Marie Route is now available in book form!
The official spin-off of the popular "Mob-seka" game!
Rion's sister forced him to reincarnate into the world of an Otome game he was playing
until just before his death.
He tries to lead a peaceful life as a mob character, but he encounters a female student who
ignores the flow of the story and tries to replace him as the main character. After seizing
Marie, a girl with an air of resemblance to his sister in a previous life, Rion succeeded in
thwarting the attempt. He must have made the right choice ......, but what's this heart
murmur?
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TRAPPED IN A DATING SIM:
THE WORLD OF OTOME GAMES IS TOUGH FOR MOBS

Vol.11

Written By: Mishima Yomu, Illustrated By : Monda

◆Story◆
"Ikke-men" (handsome dudes) should die!
An "Otome (maiden) game"-like fantasy is arising from the mob!!
If I were to marry, I would choose Milene.
The Lasciel Sacred Kingdom has joined forces with neighboring countries to lay siege to the
Kingdom of Holfart.
The Lasciel, backed by its military might, offers a condition for peace.
Queen Milene works out a plan to deal with the kingdom's predicament.
She places Rion on the front line with Lasciel to hold his country while she negotiates with
the other countries.
However, Milene is somewhat restless.
With mixed feelings, Rion heads for the front line - the territory of the Marquis de Fraser.
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SHE IS IN LOVE
WITH THE MOB! Vol.4
Written By: Yagami Kagami, Illustrated By : Roha

◆Story◆
"Only you are special." A heroine in love changes a boy's destiny.
Please go out with me.
An unseasonal transfer student arrives in class at the beginning of the third semester.
Her name is Kururi Kurumizawa, a girl with pink twin-tail hair and a sullen expression.
Her true identity was, to her surprise, Kotaro's "childhood friend who he considered as a
guy and got along well with her"!
Kururi wonders about Kotaro and Shiho's "ambiguous relationship" and takes a hard line
with him, but Shiho's shyness does not kick in for some reason.

Genre : Comedy drama
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Gacha Girls Corps
-THE COMIC- Vol.8
Art : Syuu Haruno Original Story: chinkururi

◆Story◆

They are cute, but with an amazing capability!
Another world Gacha fantasy!
Heihachi and his friends had a rematch with a mysterious party of the same gacha units.
Luna's skill dealt a crushing blow, and they narrowly won the battle.
However, as a reaction to her skill, Luna bit Heihachi in search of blood!
After the labyrinth attack, Heihachi and his friends went to the gacha, a long-awaited event...!

Genre : Fantasy, Another world
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Reincarnated as a racehorse,
H-MAN Vol.5
Art : Maken Shiroya, Original Story : akinaka

◆Story◆

Being reincarnated, I became a racehorse!
Legendary horse racing romantic comedy
A genius jockey, Kouma Ayanami, loses consciousness in a fall and is reincarnated as a racehorse,
Hidamarimiko.
According to Tsubasa Hanmura, who became the racehorse Princess Komike in the same accident, he can
become human again if he wins the Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe.
In the G1 Asahi Cup, he lost against Real Pony and Ikaritani, the saddle rider, and finished second.
But by God's arrangement? Ayanami temporarily returns to human form and has a conversation with
Fukuda for a short time.
When Fukuda, who saw in Meeko the image of Bunnami and in Bunnami the image of Meeko, began to
wonder "what if" Meeko had gone to pasture at Hidamari Farm.
Fukuda took Ayanami's advice to heart and rode Dice Kiss.
The young warriors all stand on the stage of the Hopeful Stakes, filled with a feverish excitement that no
one can afford to lose.
Genre : Fantasy, Another world
Date Of Issue : December 28, 2022
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Tsuyo-Girl Vol.4
Presented by Sho Asahina

◆Story◆
Cute comedy about a teasingly cute Tsuyo-girl!
"So that I can happily laugh tomorrow."
I don't want to tell you because we are friends."
Yuki is attending a doujinshi event with Aki, Tsukiko, and Kaede.
While enjoying her first event, she overhears Aki telling Tsukiko that Yuki is no good.
What kind of "friends" will they be?

Genre : Comedy drama
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Tsuyo-Girl Vol.5
Presented by Sho Asahina

◆Story◆
Cute comedy about a teasingly cute Tsuyo-girl!
So that I can happily laugh tomorrow."
"Be puffed up with pride next to you."
Yuji gathers up his courage and asks Yuki out on a date.
To convey his feelings, he takes on the challenge of an amusement park date under
Aki's suggestion!
What will happen to the one-way "love"?

Genre : Comedy drama
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The Concept is 「Meet a story that
resonates in your heart」 targeted
for a grown woman…

KOTONOHA
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The policeman and the
Maneki Neko:

Omochi, Okoge, and the round moon
Story By : Sui Uehara

◆Story◆

A cat that looks just like Oomochi-san appears one day in a small seaside
town, watched over by a talking cat, Oomochi-san, and a rookie policeman,
Komaki-kun.
In a small seaside town watched over by a talking cat named Omochi and a rookie policeman
named Komaki, a cat that looks just like Omochi appears one day.
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